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27 HAYL, MARY, FUL OF GRACE
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So seith the Gospel of Syn Johan:
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God and man is made but one
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Iii flesch and blode, body and bone,
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02 God in personys thre.
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And the prophete Jeremye
llll

Told in his prophecier r tJ
That the sone of Marie
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I nowhasGodeateredthee 2 one 3 thetreeoftheroodI much joy was granted us s and peace planted on earttl
6 infant 7 where thy Son's dwelling is t for what we
have done amiss e tfuough

An Annunciation carol from an early fifteenth<entury
manuscript roll in the library of Trinity College, Cambridge
(MS o.3.5S). It is the first item in the roll, and decay has
partly or completely obscured some notes. The text (with
imall differences) is also in Richard Kele's Christmas Carollzs
newely Inprynud (c.r55o). Text and music (again with small
differences) are in the Selden manuscrip (see notes, 29).
Here a later hand (probably that ofJohn Alcock, bishop of
Worcester from r+26-86 and later joint Lord Chancellor,
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Pray for us pure charite.
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Fifieenth-century
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Master of the Rolls, etc.) has drawn his device of a cock
opposite verse 5, and added another verse at the erld: 'Hayl,
blyssyd lady, qwych hays born / God Son in Trinite; / In
the, laydy, he tuk hys plays / Qwen the angel sayd "Ave" .'
The addition may reflect Alcock's personal devotion to the
Virgin, and was presumably intended to be sung bet"'veen
verses 5 and 6.

Verses r arrd z'. it was believed that Mary conceived
through the ear as she heard Gabriel's words. Verse 4, 'the
prophete. . . told': he didn't.

PERFoRMANCE Refrain, three voices or choir; verse, two
voices. For a gu.ide to pronunciation see Appendix r.


